OUR Rochester Connects Alumni to Campus

OUR Rochester is an alumni e-newsletter designed to share information on multicultural initiatives, events, and accomplishments across campus. Launched in early 2012 as a quarterly publication, OUR Rochester is the primary conduit for multicultural information for alumni.

OUR Rochester features stories from around the University that are compiled into an easy-to-read format. This newsletter features links to notable multicultural alumni in the news, announcements, photos of events, and the promotion of Meliora Weekend.

The format of OUR Rochester provides the added advantage of leading readers to the multitude of University websites with additional diversity information and calendars. The result: alumni are kept informed of the breadth of important diversity-related developments and memorable events in one location.

To join the mailing list for OUR Rochester, contact Karla Hatley, associate director of Affinity and Multicultural Engagement at khatley@admin.rochester.edu.

All editions of OUR Rochester are available at www.rochester.edu/diversity/alumni/index.html.